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Prescription  Protocol

Client Expectations For Prescription Refills

● When they fill out the prescription refill request form they see this:

As our medical team is also caring for patients, please allow 24 business hours to process
refill requests. Our team will contact you when your order is ready!

● When they request on Vet2Pet they see this:

They can not choose a same day pick up time.

There request shows “we will send you a message when your order is ready”

● When they talk with Client Care:

They should be told to expect 24 business hours to process their request once we have
received their electronic request form. Clients should NOT be told we will get something
ready for them the same day. We would rather them be surprised and happy when we get
it ready the same day rather than show up and not have it ready. Set us up for success and
the client for happiness!

● When they receive the Internet Release Form email because they have declined VFC in
favor of Chewy or Another 3rd Party Pharmacy they see this:

If Fluffy does not need further examination or testing before the prescription is approved,
the prescription will be sent to you at this email address within 5 business days.

Team Expectations For Prescription Refills

● The technician on prescription duty will dedicate an hour in the approximate middle of
the day to review and fill prescription requests. The technician will communicate this
approximate time at the morning huddle.

● The client care specialist team will mark URGENT any prescription request tasklist
communicating that a client is concerned about running out of medication but will not
verbally discuss this with the prescription technician until the designated prescription
refill time.

● The client care team will make sure that clients know to expect a 24 business hour turn
around time on prescription refills and that, with shipping as it is now, it is best to keep
2-4 weeks of extra food and meds on hand at all times.

● The technician and pharmacy assistant team will be sure to fill or communicate with all
prescription requests within 24 business hours of the client submitting a refill request
form or Vet2Pet order request.
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Phone Request For Refill

Our phone system directs prescription refills to go to the website. However, if the client is
talking to you about something else and asks for a refill, please do the following:

● Take a moment to view the patient's reminders, if any are expired or due within the next
30 days: “I see (Pets Name) is due for ___________. “While I have you on the phone,
let’s get (Pets Name) scheduled for ________, how is (Date and Time)? For the day
they choose, offer 2 times that day as different as possible and then schedule –
reaffirming “Great! I have (Pets Name) in for ---day at ---- with nurse/dr -

● Whether the patient needed an appt scheduled or is not over due for anything, this is the
next thing that you say: “I will send you the prescription request form so that you can
get that in to our medical team for review.  Once they have that, if they have any
questions or need anything else, they will let you know!  Is there anything else I can
help you with today?”

● In eVet, click the blue button quick link “email client’. Choose the appropriate pet from
the drop down and choose prescription refill request from the email template drop down

●
● Click Merge Data With Text to be sure that all placeholders fill in correctly, then press

send.
● Comm log as a pharmacy communication type that the owner requested a script (and

anything else you discussed). this is a brief comm log.
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Vet2Pet Request

-Refill arrives in the Order Request section of the dashboard

Veterinary Technician Assigned Prescriptions Duty

● Reviews Order Request Dashboard during the designated prescription refill hour of the
day

● Prioritizes based on when owner wants picked up. Must handle all order requests
submitted before noon that day, preferably handles all the same day.

● Reviews owner details in notes, goes to eVet record to check both the most recent exam
plan and the Plans section of eVet to be sure this product is approved for refills and if the
dose has been changed.

● If the request meets the exam plan and plan section without discrepancies, the technician
charges the prescription making sure that the QOH in the charge line reflects that there is
enough to fill this request and then prints the label.

● If there are discrepancies between the exam plan and plan section or the patient does not
appear to have refills available, technician tasklists the last active provider on the case
with URGENT. At this point, app chat the owner letting them know you are having the
doctor review their request (or declining if obviously asking for the wrong thing) and that
they will hear back from you within 48 hrs. Be sure to follow through with the 48 hr
promise.

● At the end of prescription refill hour, go to the designated one set of initials basket,
checks each prescription for accuracy, and put the second initials it putting in the
designated basket.

Pharmacy Assistant On Duty

● Knows the designated prescription refill hour and is available and watching for labels.
Accurately fills each label, places first initials on the script.

● Print a copy of the owner’s invoice. When you print this, please title the download
“Fluffy’s invoice” using the patient’s name.

● Make sure that all prescriptions on the invoice are filled and that there are no unexplained
charges. Place the copy with the medications in a bag in the designated one set of initials
basket. If there is a handout about rebates this is printed and placed in the bag as well.  If
there are any discrepancies on the invoice, the technician assigned prescriptions is who
you take this concern to.

● Sends the prescription invoice via Vet2Pet using the following instructions:
1) Vet2Pet Dashboard logged in with your credentials - choose users on the left side

of the screen
2) Search by last name the owner of the pet in the upper right corner of screen and

choose the chat button next to the owners name. In the title spot type “Fluffy’s
Prescription
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3) In the initial message please type. “Hello!  Please click below to securely pay for
Fluffyss prescription. The prescription will be ready for pick up once the payment
has been received.  We are open Mon thru Wed 8-4 and Thurs 8-5 for pick-ups.
Have a great day!!”

4) Choose the appropriate pet from the drop down (do not choose none!) select High
Urgency and then click Start Chat

5) To the left of the chat line click on the paper with a checkmark icon - choose from
the “downloads” folder the invoice that you titled “Fluffy’s invoice” and then
click “open”

6) To the left of the chat line click on the dollar icon - in the title section type
“Fluffy’s invoice" enter the $ amount the owner owes (this must be the grey color
BALANCE amount in eVet) and click “send”

Client Care Specialist on Vet2Pet For The Day

When client submits payment via Vet2Pet:

1) When the payment line turns green as successful then type “Thank you, your prescription
is ready for pick up!Press the blue paper airplane If the line turns red it means the owner
has declined so you will need to go call them and discuss how they would like to pay.

2) Highlight the words in the chat from the first step of your conversation to include “thank
you”  press right click on your mouse and choose copy or press “control button and C
key” to copy. Towards the top right of the screen choose “end chat”.  You do not click
any boxes, just click the green “yes”.

3) In eVet, open the patient’s file and go to the middle of the page blue boxes and choose
“check out”.  (do not mark update appointments). Scroll down and uncheck both print
receipt and email receipt

4) Be sure the dollar amount matches what was charged via Vet2Pet. If it does not, type in
the dollar amount that was paid. (If it does not match, you must tasklist the bookkeeper.)
Leave the payment type as Vet2Pet Gravity.

5) Click the blue box “process payment”. If it gives you a second screen about invoices with
the choice to “process payment” click “process payment” again (if this scenario happens
whiteboard bookkeeper to evaluate)
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Prescription Refill Request Forms

Every request not going through the Vet2Pet Order Request line. They come in to
rx@carlisleveterinarian.com gmail inbox.

Veterinary technician assigned prescription duty

● opens these emails and uploads the documents into the Prescription Requests Form
section of the patient's chart.

● Once it has been uploaded, the email goes into a folder titled “Approved Month Year” or
“Pending Month Year” or “Declined Month Year”.  The email is not deleted, not left
unread, and not left read in the inbox. Inboxes should not have messages more than 24
business hours old.

● Reviews owner details in form, goes to eVet record to check both the most recent exam
plan and the Plans section of eVet to be sure this product is approved for refills and if the
dose has been changed.

● If the request meets the exam plan and plan section without discrepancies, the technician
charges the prescription making sure that the QOH in the charge line reflects that there is
enough to fill this request and then prints the label.

● If there are discrepancies between the exam plan and plan section or the patient does not
appear to have refills available, technician tasklists the last active provider on the case
with URGENT. At this point, eVet email the owner letting them know you are having the
doctor review their request (or declining if obviously asking for the wrong thing) and that
they will hear back from you within 48 hrs. Be sure to follow through with the 48 hrs

● At the end of prescription refill hour, go to the designated one set of initials basket, check
each prescription for accuracy, and second initial it putting it in the designated basket.

Pharmacy Assistant On Duty

● Knows the designated prescription refill hour and be available and watching for labels.
Accurately fills each label, places first initials on the script.

● Print a copy of the owner’s invoice. When you print this, please title the download
“Fluffy’s invoice” using the patient’s name.

● Make sure that all prescriptions on the invoice are filled and that there are no unexplained
charges. Place the copy with the medications in a bag in the designated one set of initials
basket. If there is a handout about rebates this is printed and placed in the bag as well.  If
there are any discrepancies on the invoice, the technician assigned prescriptions is who
you take this concern to.

● Send the prescription invoice via Vet2Pet using the instructions above: (this step is only if
the owner is an app user, which most of our owners are). If the owner is not a Vet2Pet
user, please call them to let them know the prescription is ready for pickup - if you get
them on the phone please kindly ask to take their payment over the phone.

mailto:rx@carlisleveterinarian.com
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Gmail/Email Request For Prescription Refill

-Refill arrives in the healingpaws@carlisleveterinarian.com gmail handtyped from the client

Client Care Specialist on Email For The Day

● Do not reply to this email - copy it and paste into eVet comm log as a pharmacy
communication type

● Click the blue button quick link “email client’. Choose the appropriate pet from the drop
down and choose prescription refill request from the email template drop down

●

Click Merge Data With Text to be sure that all placeholders fill in correctly, press send.

Compounding pharmacies (Wedgewood/Roadrunner/Quality Care etc.)

Veterinary technician assigned prescription duty

● If refills present, call in or online request the prescription
● Record in chart by charging treatment code “prescription given”, filling out label under

that code
● Close invoice (balance will be $0)
● Go to general information tab medication list section, press edit for prescription given

and write medication, concentration, and directions (qty and refill not needed), press save

mailto:healingpaws@carlisleveterinarian.com
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Written Prescriptions Protocol

Technician in exam room or on prescription refill duty

-If during an exam, the owner is to be told they will receive their written script via email by the
next day

● Creates a document called “Written Prescription Pad” changing the title to include the
medication. ex: “Carprofen Written Prescription Pad”

● Doctor dictates details of medication, including refills for technician to fill in (or if a refill
this is copied from previous label). Before saving this document, “copy” the medication,
instructions, quantity, and refills

● Enters treatment charge “Prescription Given” press “paste” to transfer the med,
instructions, quantity, and refills into the “comment on invoice” and “label” area of this
charge.

○ NOTE if this is an exam, this is a refill requested last minute and there is a crunch
for time, simply put the medication name in the comment on invoice and
complete the other steps later in the day but before days end.

● Go to General Tab of patients record, then medication list, edit Prescription Given, enter
drug name, mg, and frequency (ex: carprofen 125 mg bid)

● When technician has completed the written prescription document, tasklist the active
provider that it is ready to sign

● If this is not an invoice closed with an exam rather a prescription request only, once you
have entered the treatment charge, go to the client main screen and CLOSE THE
INVOICE

● If this is a controlled drug that requires a handwritten prescription, once the script is
complete you must photograph & upload to documents title “medication” prescription

Active Provider

● When signing electronic prescriptions, be sure to erase either brand medically necessary
or substitution permissible.

● Click sign and type in your name and credentials where the client name is
● Sign your name
● Email to client using “Written Prescription Signed” Template unless technician asked to

do this because they have something else to communicate
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Prescriptions Awaiting For Payment (not paid for via Vet2Pet)

Client Care Specialist on Phone/Email Duty

Check prescription requiring payment drawer/basket every Wednesday evening between 4 and 6
pm.  This prepares you to communicate with clients Thursday morning between 8am and 10 am.

Wednesday afternoon/evening
● If there are medications in the drawer that have been there for more than 5 days,

write those down on a list for Thursday contact.
● If there are medications that were called on next week, pull those and put in

bookkeeper’s file box to return to stock.
Thursday morning

● Call owner: Hi, (Client’s Name), this is (Your Name) from Healing Paws, I am
calling to remind you that I still have (Pet    Name) medication for pick up. We are
(open hours of this day and next business day).  We do need this picked up next
week or it must be returned to stock next Wednesday.  Thank you - have a great
day!  If leaving message: “Hello! This is (your name) from Healing Paws
Veterinary Care. I am calling to remind you that I still have (Pet    Name)
medication for pick up. We are (open hours of this day and next business day).
We do need this medication picked up next week or it must be returned to stock
next Wednesday. Thank you - have a great day!

● Record this communication in the chart as a pharmacy communication. mark your
date and initials on top of receipt when you called and place back in the waiting
for payment area.

Bookkeeper

Medications that have been called and not picked up according to the above require the
following:

● Charge the Treatment 40023 Restock Pharmacy or Food Item. Close invoice and Vet2Pet
the invoice to the owner, calling and letting them know the fee.

● Comm log as a pharmacy communication and make a client alert “must prepay for any
med pick ups”
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Requirements For Refilling Prescriptions

Current VPCR (veterinary patient client relationship)

Patient has been examined within 6-12 months or has been seen for the required recheck in plan
relating to the visit that initiated the prescription (whichever is sooner).  If the relationship is not
current, do not refill the prescription.  If patient’s medical status is threatened by not having the
refill, you may authorize 14-28 days worth of the the prescription but the label MUST say
“Examination (and bloodwork if needed) required for refills”) and this can only be done once.

Second Signing Prescriptions

● All prescriptions leaving the building must have two sets of initials on the bottle.
● Person taking medication to the client is ultimately responsible to see that the label has

two sets of initials present - if it does not they are responsible for having an individual
with the appropriate authorization to second sign the script.

● All first time prescriptions must have at least one set of doctor initials on the label.
● Refills do not require doctor initials Filled Prescription/Written Prescription Approval

Protocol for Veterinarian
● Steps included in second signing:

○ Look in bottle/vial to see if the medication matches what is labeled. If you are
unsure, you must ask the first set of initials to see the bottle used. If it is a
controlled substance you must be see the bottle/vial regardless.

○ Read the label instructions carefully – if they are not correct, do NOT cross off or
change with pen – they must be reprinted correctly and receive 2 sets of initials.

○ Verify that the quantity, type (tablet, packet etc) and refills are correct and that the
number of refills is an amount that will appropriately last until next scheduled
recheck is needed and not more than 15 days after that time.

○ Using a pen or sharpie, initial the top left of the prescription label.
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CHEWY or other Third Party Pharmacy Request For Refill

Chewy or other third party emails for a refill

Client Care Specialist On Email

● Upload the document request into Prescription Request Forms section
● Tasklist “Prescription Request” provider that a Chewy request was received and has been

uploaded
● You are done, UNLESS, the client communicates with you that they have received our

VFC script (with a coupon) but they still want to get it from CHEWY or other pharmacy.
At this point you must look through documents to see if a signed Internet Release Form is
on file. Look under the client documents, not the individual patients

○ If a signed internet release form is on file, then send the owner the email template
shown above called “Prescription Refill Request” as we always need this request
to create prescriptions.

○ If there is not a signed internet release form on file, then email the client “Internet
Release Form” template

●
● Once you receive the Internet Release Form Template, upload it under CLIENT

DOCUMENTS (not the pet’s) and send the client the email template “Prescription Refill
Request Form” under the appropriate pet, replace this sentence “We received your email
requesting a refill for %patientname%” with “Thank you so much for sending us your
Internet Release Form! “

Veterinary Technician Assigned Prescription Refills Duty

● During prescription refill time reviews the “Prescription Requests” Tasklist board.
● Any 3rd party pharmacy requests are to be created as refills through VFC and CHECK

THE BOX Prescription Came From Other Pharmacy then clicks Authorize
● If client communicates that they still want 3rd party pharmacy fill will the client care

team send an internet release form (unless one is on file). They then have to fill out a
prescription refill request form online. Once this is received, create a written prescription
pad, tasklist the last active provider to see the pet that the script is ready to be signed.
They will email that signed script using the Written Prescriptions Signed email template.
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Information About Third Party Pharmacies (from client release form)

Should you choose to purchase your pets' prescriptions through online and 3rd party pharmacies,
Healing Paws Veterinary Care wants to protect you and your pet as much as we can.  We have
had pharmacies reach out to us to approve orders when clients have never requested those
products - that is not fair to the client or safe for the pet.  Therefore, we will strictly adhere to the
following in regards to providing prescriptions for your pet.

1) All state & federal veterinary and pharmacy board laws will apply to providing prescriptions.

2) With the exception of controlled drugs that require handwritten prescriptions, we will ONLY
email prescriptions and we will only email those prescriptions to the pet owner on the patient's
account.  Healing Paws Veterinary Care will not approve prescriptions over the phone and will
not fax or email pharmacies. We want you to be in control of your pet's prescription once it
leaves our hands.

3) For products prescribed on an annual basis such as heartworm, flea and tick preventatives, we
will provide only one copy of each medication's prescription per 12 month period.

4) We will not directly communicate with internet pharmacies. Too many times we have seen
this end badly with a prescription mistake or a client getting charged for a product that they did
not request.  If you choose to use a 3rd party pharmacy, you are responsible for submitting your
pet's prescription to the pharmacy of your choice.

5) It is your responsibility to ensure that the product shipped to you matches the drug name,
milligram concentration, dosing time and correct pet species and weight. Healing Paws
Veterinary Care does not take responsibility for the accuracy of prescriptions filled by 3rd party
pharmacies.

6) Patients must be examined by a veterinarian at Healing Paws Veterinary Care within the last
12 months to have prescriptions refills approved.  All new prescriptions require an examination.
Healing Paws Veterinary Care reserves the right to require blood, urine, or fecal testing in
addition to an examination more frequently than every 12 months to receive prescriptions if it is
in the pet's best interest due to their medical condition.


